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Abstract: With the rapid development of the socio-economy, innovation in construction project management models has become an inevitable requirement for sustainable development. Taking a perspective of sustainable development, this paper explores the relevant research on innovative construction management models through literature review analysis. Starting from the concepts of green construction, application of digital technologies, and precision management, it systematically outlines the current status and existing issues in construction project management models. Drawing on existing research findings, it emphasizes the importance and necessity of innovating construction project management models from the perspective of sustainable development. Based on the results of literature analysis, it proposes future research directions and methods for innovation in construction project management models under the context of sustainable development.

1. Introduction

As an integral part of socio-economic development, construction projects hold significant importance, and innovation in construction management models is crucial for driving sustainable development. With growing societal concerns regarding environmental protection and resource utilization, the concept of green construction has emerged as a dominant trend in the construction industry. Concurrently, with the continuous advancement of information technology, digital technologies such as Building Information Modeling (BIM) are increasingly being applied in construction project management. Moreover, precision management, as a vital means to enhance construction efficiency and quality, has garnered widespread attention. However, despite these advancements, current construction project management models still face numerous challenges, including resource wastage, low construction efficiency, and outdated management practices. Hence, it is imperative to explore innovative research in construction project management models from the perspective of sustainable development to foster the sustainable growth of the construction industry.


2.1 Application Status of Green Construction Concept in Construction Projects

With the enhancement of environmental awareness and the popularization of sustainable
development concepts, the application of green construction concepts in construction projects has become an important trend in the industry. More and more construction projects are beginning to focus on reducing environmental impact and resource wastage. The main practices of green construction include the use of renewable energy, selection of eco-friendly materials, and implementation of energy conservation and emissions reduction measures. The establishment and promotion of green building certification systems such as LEED and BREEAM provide standards and guidance for project greening. However, in practical applications, green construction concepts face challenges such as high costs, lack of uniform technical standards, and insufficient market acceptance, which require further exploration for solutions.

2.2 Application Status of Digital Technologies in Construction Project Management

The application of digital technologies in construction project management is increasingly widespread and has played a significant role in improving management efficiency, quality, and reducing costs. Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology is widely used in various stages of construction projects, including architectural design, construction process management, and operation and maintenance. Through BIM technology, construction projects can achieve functions such as information sharing, collaborative design, and construction process simulation, thereby improving design accuracy, construction efficiency, and management levels. New technologies such as mobile devices, drones, and artificial intelligence bring more possibilities for construction project management. However, the application of digital technologies in construction project management still faces challenges such as shortage of technical talents, data security risks, and imperfect standards and specifications, which need further improvement and standardization.

2.3 Application Status of Precision Management in Construction Projects

Precision management, as an important means to improve construction efficiency and quality, has been widely applied in construction projects. Precision management emphasizes detailed planning and control of the construction process, achieving efficient project progress through optimizing processes, improving resource utilization efficiency, and strengthening supervision and management. In practice, precision management involves refining construction plans, clarifying task decomposition, and rational allocation of human resources. Meanwhile, with the support of information technology and modern management tools such as schedule management software and intelligent monitoring systems, the implementation of precision management is better facilitated. However, precision management in practical applications requires high demands on managers and faces challenges such as complex and volatile construction environments, necessitating continuous summarization of experience and improvement of management methods to enhance management levels.

3. The Importance of Innovation in Construction Project Management Models from the Perspective of Sustainable Development

3.1 The Requirements of Sustainable Development on Construction Project Management Models

Traditional construction project management models have been focused on project progress and cost control while neglecting the impacts on the environment and society. Sustainable development demands that construction project management models emphasize economic benefits, prioritize environmental protection, and uphold social responsibility. This entails adopting more energy-saving and emission-reducing measures, selecting eco-friendly materials, minimizing resource consumption
during construction, and considering the impacts of construction activities on surrounding communities and populations. Sustainable development necessitates a shift in construction project management models from solely pursuing economic interests to embracing a comprehensive development model that considers economic, environmental, and social benefits.

3.2 Innovation as the Key Driver for Sustainable Development in Construction Projects

Innovation is pivotal in driving sustainable development in construction projects. Given the current societal context, traditional construction project management models are inadequate in meeting the demands of sustainable development, necessitating innovation to achieve sustainable development goals. Innovation encompasses technological advancements and, more importantly, innovations in management, business, and social models. This involves integrating advanced green construction concepts and digital technologies, optimizing construction processes, improving resource utilization efficiency, and mitigating environmental impacts. Innovative management principles stimulate creativity and collaboration within construction teams, facilitating resource sharing and synergistic development. Continuous innovation in construction project management models is essential for realizing sustainable development objectives.

3.3 The Necessity of Innovation in Construction Project Management Models

The innovation of construction project management models is an urgent requirement in the current landscape. With rapid economic growth and accelerated urbanization, construction project scales are increasing, accompanied by heightened construction complexities and risks. Traditional management models face challenges such as inefficiency, resource wastage, and safety hazards, rendering them inadequate to meet the demands of project requirements. It is imperative to innovate construction project management models to align with emerging development needs. Through innovation, construction management efficiency can be enhanced, project costs reduced, engineering quality improved, and sustainable development of the environment and society achieved, thereby propelling the construction industry towards a path of healthy sustainability.

4. Research on Innovative Construction Project Management Models Based on Green Construction Principles

4.1 Integration of Green Construction Principles with Construction Project Management

The core of green construction principles lies in integrating design, construction, operation, and other aspects to minimize environmental impact and achieve sustainable resource utilization. In construction project management, integrating environmental conservation principles into the entire construction management process begins from project planning and design phases. It requires construction managers to possess both the understanding and practical skills of green construction principles, collaborating closely with design firms, construction teams, suppliers, and other stakeholders to steer projects towards green and sustainable development. Establishing a robust green construction assessment system is essential for evaluating and monitoring the degree of greenness in projects, ensuring effective implementation of green construction principles.

4.2 Resource Recycling and Energy Efficiency Management under Green Construction Principles

Under green construction principles, utilizing renewable materials and energy-saving technologies...
for construction waste minimizes the consumption of raw resources. Establishing a comprehensive waste management system facilitates the rational utilization of waste resources. Additionally, optimizing design and construction processes reduces energy consumption and emissions. Introducing advanced energy-saving technologies and equipment enhances energy utilization efficiency at construction sites, thereby achieving energy-saving and emission reduction goals during the construction process.

4.3 Ecological Environmental Protection and Construction Safety Management under Green Construction Principles

Ecological environmental protection and construction safety management are critical components of green construction principles. Regarding ecological environmental protection, efforts start from construction planning, soil and water conservation, and vegetation protection to minimize damage to surrounding ecosystems. Regarding construction safety management, establishing a scientific safety management system, strictly enforcing safety procedures, enhancing safety education and training for construction personnel, and leveraging advanced technologies such as intelligent safety monitoring systems and artificial intelligence applications elevate the safety management level at construction sites. This ensures the maximum protection of workers' lives and health, effectively driving construction project management models towards green and sustainable development.

5. Innovative Research on Construction Project Management Models Based on Digital Technology

5.1 Application and Advantages of BIM Technology in Construction Project Management

Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology enables comprehensive lifecycle management of construction projects, seamlessly integrating information from the design phase through construction to operation. This enhances collaborative efficiency during construction. Through three-dimensional models, BIM facilitates construction personnel in understanding design intents, reducing construction errors, and enhancing construction quality. Additionally, BIM technology enables simulation of construction progress and clash detection, preemptively identifying and resolving potential issues during construction, thereby improving the precision and efficiency of construction management. The application of BIM technology in construction project management contributes to efficient project management and high-quality delivery.

5.2 Role of Digital Technology in Engineering Progress Control and Collaborative Management

Digital technology plays a crucial role in engineering progress control and collaborative management. Through project management software and engineering progress management systems, real-time monitoring and adjustment of construction progress can be achieved, allowing timely detection of deviations and corresponding measures to ensure project completion on schedule. Digital technology facilitates collaborative work among construction teams, including design firms, construction companies, and suppliers, by enabling information sharing and communication through cloud platforms and online collaboration tools, thereby enhancing communication and cooperation to improve construction efficiency. Moreover, digital technology allows dynamic allocation and management of construction resources based on actual circumstances, ensuring maximum resource cost savings while maintaining construction progress and quality. The application of digital technology in engineering progress control and collaborative management contributes to enhancing the precision and overall efficiency of construction management.
5.3 Application of Digital Technology in Quality Control and Risk Management

Digital technology plays a significant role in quality control and risk management. By establishing digital quality management systems, real-time monitoring and testing of key nodes during the construction process can be conducted, promptly identifying and correcting quality issues to ensure construction quality. Digital technology enables comprehensive analysis and evaluation of various risk factors during the construction process, preemptively identifying potential risks through a risk warning system and formulating corresponding response strategies to mitigate project risks. Furthermore, digital technology allows real-time monitoring and management of construction site safety through intelligent monitoring systems and sensor technology, preventing safety incidents. The application of digital technology in quality control and risk management contributes to enhancing the professionalism and safety performance of construction management, ensuring smooth project progression and successful delivery.

6. Innovative Research on Construction Project Management Models Based on Precision Management

6.1 Alignment of Precision Management Philosophy with Construction Project Management

The philosophy of precision management emphasizes the refinement and meticulousness of engineering management, aligning closely with the requirements of construction project management[6]. Precision management emphasizes comprehensive monitoring and meticulous management of the construction process, achieving precise control over the entire construction process through the establishment of a sound management system and standardized operating procedures, thereby improving management efficiency. Precision management emphasizes data-driven and informatized management, which in construction project management can be realized through digital technology and information systems for real-time monitoring and information sharing during the construction process, providing scientific basis for management decisions. Precision management also emphasizes continuous improvement in construction quality and safety, ensuring that construction quality meets expected standards while minimizing construction safety risks[10]. The alignment of precision management philosophy with construction project management provides a theoretical basis and practical guidance for the innovation of construction management models.

6.2 Application of Precision Management in Process Optimization and Resource Allocation during Construction

Precision management plays a crucial role in process optimization and resource allocation during construction. Through in-depth analysis and optimized design of the construction process, precision management achieves streamlining and optimization of construction processes, reducing redundancy and waste in construction activities, thereby enhancing construction efficiency. Precision management ensures maximum utilization of resources at the construction site through precise allocation and rational deployment of construction resources, achieving optimized resource allocation and minimization of costs. Moreover, precision management enhances construction efficiency and quality through the application of intelligent equipment and tools, reducing labor input and construction cycles, thereby lowering construction costs. Precision management in process optimization and resource allocation contributes to enhancing the precision level and overall efficiency of construction management, providing strong support for the smooth implementation of construction projects.
6.3 Role of Precision Management in Human Resource Management and Enhancement of Construction Efficiency

Precision management plays a critical role in human resource management and the enhancement of construction efficiency. By rational planning and optimizing the allocation of human resources, precision management ensures the full utilization of human resources at the construction site, maximizing their effectiveness. Precision management provides training and opportunities for skill enhancement, improving the professional competence and skill levels of construction personnel, enhancing team execution and adaptability, thereby increasing construction efficiency and quality. Precision management also establishes effective incentive mechanisms and performance evaluation systems, motivating construction personnel to be proactive and creative, strengthening team cohesion and combativeness. Precision management in human resource management and the enhancement of construction efficiency elevates the professionalism and execution capability of construction management, providing solid assurance for the high-quality completion of construction projects.

7. Future Research Directions and Prospects

7.1 Strengthening Theoretical Research to Explore the Theoretical Basis of Innovative Construction Project Management Models

The innovation of construction project management models requires in-depth theoretical support. Future research can focus on strengthening the exploration and construction of theoretical frameworks such as precision management, digital management, and intelligent management. In particular, the theory of precision management needs further improvement, including deepening theoretical aspects such as lean production, quality management, and cost control; the theory of digital management needs to be integrated with cutting-edge technologies such as big data and artificial intelligence to explore the impact of digital transformation on construction management; the theory of intelligent management should focus on the application of intelligent equipment, robotics technology in construction projects, and the optimization role of intelligent monitoring systems in the construction process. Additionally, through comparative studies of domestic and international theories of construction project management, absorbing advanced international theories and experiences can provide theoretical references and insights for the innovation of construction project management models in China.

7.2 Deepening Practical Exploration to Promote the Practical Application of Innovative Construction Project Management Models

The innovation of construction project management models needs to be combined with practice, and future research should focus on deepening the exploration of practical cases. By analyzing and summarizing actual cases of construction projects of different types and scales, research should explore the application effects and advantages and disadvantages of different construction management models. Particularly, attention should be paid to the application of new technologies and processes in actual construction, as well as their impact on construction efficiency, quality, safety, etc. Through the establishment of demonstration projects and pilot projects, the promotion of new construction management models in practical applications can provide practical experience and reference for the industry.

7.3 Strengthening Interdisciplinary Collaboration to Promote Comprehensive Research on Innovative Construction Project Management Models

Innovations in construction project management models require comprehensive interdisciplinary
research, and future research should strengthen interdisciplinary collaboration. Construction project management involves multiple disciplines such as engineering management, economic management, and information management, requiring the participation and collaboration of experts from different disciplines. By establishing interdisciplinary research teams and integrating research resources from multiple disciplines such as construction project management, information technology, economics, and psychology, comprehensive research on innovative construction project management models can be conducted. Emphasis should be placed on the impact of the humanities and social sciences on construction management models, including research on organizational management, human resource management, project management, and analysis of the impact of social, economic, and environmental factors on construction management models. Through interdisciplinary collaboration, comprehensive and in-depth exploration of theoretical and practical issues related to the innovation of construction project management models can provide more comprehensive and in-depth research support for the industry.

8. Conclusions

From the perspective of sustainable development, an in-depth study has been conducted on the innovation of construction project management models. Through an analysis of the current situation regarding green construction principles, the application of digital technology, and precision management, the problems and challenges existing in current construction project management models have been revealed. The importance and necessity of innovating construction project management models under the background of sustainable development have been demonstrated. Corresponding innovative research contents and methods have been proposed for green construction, digital technology, and precision management. The future development direction of innovative construction project management models has been outlined, emphasizing the importance of theoretical research, practical exploration, and interdisciplinary collaboration. Through this research, theoretical support and practical guidance are provided to promote the sustainable development of construction projects.
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